
Ranger Lake Bible Camp 
Job Description 
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POSITION: Assistant Kitchen Manager   

RESPONSIBLE TO: Kitchen Manager 

JOB SUMMARY: To assist in offering food services by helping oversee kitchen 
volunteers, safe and tasty food production, and the kitchen 
cleanliness. 

Qualifications 
- A mature and growing Christian 
- In agreement with One Hope Canada’s statement of faith, and Ranger Lake 

Bible Camp’s mission statement 
- Team player who is committed to helping others succeed 
- Self motivated with a strong work ethic 
- Able to relate well with others i.e.: friendly and approachable 
- Has Food Safe level 1 or greater 
- Has experience in cooking for large groups 

Specific Responsibilities 
These statements reflect this position’s principle function and do not describe all work 
assignments inherent in the job. 

Implement healthy meal plans 
-aid kitchen manager in creating meal plans and organizing resources 
-oversee meals for people with special diets, including communicating with, producing 
food for, and serving these individuals 

Manage food inventory 
-notify kitchen manager of items that need to be restocked 
-help restock and receive food service shipments 

Keep kitchen area tidy 
-floors mopped after meals, surfaces wiped and sanitized, food put away 
-all appliances kept clean and free from food buildup 
-pantry, cooler, and freezer organized 
-adhering to food safe best practices 
-work closely with Work Crew directors in keeping dining hall and kitchen area, 
including coolers and pantry, clean and tidy 



Aid Oversight of Kitchen Volunteers 
-when asked by the kitchen manager, oversee volunteers while producing and serving 
food 
-show and teach volunteers how to safely produce food according to Food Safe 
guidelines, clearly and consistently communicating expectations 

Terms of Employment: 
-paid bi-weekly 
-this is a seasonal position which usually runs from May through the beginning of 
September; these dates are confirmed during the interview and hiring process 


